Blockchain Technology for Tracing Drug with a Multichain Platform: Simulation Method
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A B S T R A C T

This study builds the implementation of the traceability process by conducting simulation tests using business process simulations with the implementation of blockchain technology to track drugs. This research focus involved stakeholders, including the pharmaceutical industry, pharmaceutical wholesalers (distributors/wholesalers), health services (drug stores, hospitals), consumers. Simulation methods are used to describe the distribution and traceability of drugs. Finally, the research contribution in incorporating blockchain technology to supply chain management could potentially help in drug traceability. This study provides an overview of blockchain technology capabilities to find out which stakeholders and assets are transacted on the blockchain system. A decentralized Autonomous Organization is an approach to organizing data on the blockchain that defines all stakeholders identities associated with different addresses. This process can organize each address’s transactions on a special blockchain platform in this study using multichain. Furthermore, transactions that have occurred cannot be updated or deleted. This simulation also illustrates some of the blockchain characteristics that must exist, among others, transparent, distributed, immutable, and peer to peer transactions. This contribution gives supply chain management, in particular on drug distribution, stronger control over distribution.

1. Introduction

Supply chain management (SCM) is a system management process that occurs to stakeholders (in general: suppliers, wholesalers, retailers, consumers) starting from the process of receiving raw materials from raw material suppliers to manufacturers, to distributing from distributors, retailers to consumers [1–4]. In SCM, distribution is the most important part to bridge every stakeholder in the SCM system. The distribution process supports the company's profitability process because it has a real impact on the related stakeholders' costs and experiences [5]. This distribution occurs throughout the industry, especially in the pharmaceutical industry [6, 7]. The distribution process occurs in the pharmaceutical industry distributing drugs from the pharmaceutical industry to wholesalers, wholesalers to hospitals or pharmacies, from pharmacies to end consumers (patients or communities) [8]. This distribution process has several problems that occur in the distribution of drugs, including a lot of data that must be identified, namely drug data, stakeholders (industry, pharmaceutical wholesalers, health services (drug stores, hospitals), consumers). Data must be integrated to ensure the distribution process is good and correct, and the most important thing is drug data tracing/tracking. The drug distribution process requires a trace process to make it easy to find out that drugs sold in the market are free from suspected counterfeit drugs. The problems that occur in distribution can be solved with blockchain technology. This technology has a more secure platform, which supports auditable storage, data exchange, data integration, data that is easy to trace, distributed data, validated data [9, 10].

Many other kinds of research have developed this blockchain technology. One of its features is the ability to trace and trace data on circulating drugs and is believed to minimize counterfeit drugs [11–16]. In its development, the existing literature is an enormous challenge to prove the implementation of blockchain technology for drug tracking/tracing in the market. Apart from the literature, this study also conducted a forum discussion group (FGD) of the pharmaceutical industry, pharmaceutical wholesalers
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developed from the first version to the latest 3.0 version [21]. The development of version 3.0 of blockchain technology with smart contracts provides enhanced features of blockchain that can support various enterprise systems such as supply chain management [21] to improve the performance of a system that implements it.

Figure 1: Blockchain Pharmaceutical, Supply Chain Management [5]

2.3. Multichain Platform

Multichain is a platform with the application of blockchain technology [22]. Multichain can be applied in all systems in various industries or companies [22,23]. Multichain has a structure by having one node in its implementation [24]. In that one node will be able to have several addresses and several assets. The structure of multichain to the user interface can be access by the blockchain in multichain with API.

Blockchain with multichain consists of 3 layers, namely: layer blockchain is Assets, stream, permissions, multi-sig. This layer describes what can use in multichain, Layer Chain, and API. This layer describes the data from layer blockchain how to save or to can read from the next layer is layer UI (multichain explorer). This describes in figure 2.

Figure 2: Structure Multichain [22]

3. Methodology

In this study, we use the design science research methodology (DSRM) approach. This method is primarily used in information systems [25]. The steps are taken to identify the problem with a focus group discussion (FGD) with the pharmaceutical industry,
pharmaceutical distributors/wholesalers. Then proceed with developing the model and then carry out the validation process. In this study, validation is carried out to ensure that blockchain technology is able to track drugs circulating in the market in the PSCM system so that the model built can match its purpose. The business model that will be developed will be carried out with a business process simulation (BPS) approach. BPS is a method of business process management to improve business processes and develop new business models. This BPS approach can reduce the costs required and perform system simulations on real business processes. The results can be used for future development considerations [5].

Figure 3: Process Distribution Model with Blockchain [5]

The simulation testing model in this study is based on the business model in Figure 2, which is in accordance with the results of the FGD. The stages start from implementing the script, then the script testing, testing the results, and finally validating the test results. This test is implemented in the blockchain application shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Simulation Process Model

Blockchain technology experiments using the following device environments:
1. Server O/S : Ubuntu Server version 18 LTS
2. Blockchain platform : Multichain
3. Node name : Blockchain
4. Version : 2.0.2
5. Protocol : 10012
6. Database : SQLite
7. Node Address : Blockchain@xxx.xxx.163.25:2681
8. Language : JSON, C++, Python

4. Analysis and discussion

In this study, a strategy is to map each entity involved in the PSCM business process with an address on the blockchain system and pharmacy drugs as an asset on the blockchain system. Mapping these addresses on the blockchain is the process of creating a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). DAO is an organization of everything that wants to be related to the blockchain system where the relevant stakeholders, the data that you want to store, use computer code and programs. Thus this organization has the ability to function independently without a centrally regulated authority. DAO designed on a multichain platform can be seen as follows fig 5 and described in table 1.

These structures have only one identity stakeholders represented by 32 characters from the hashing result or can be known as a pseudo name on the blockchain.

4.1. Business processes that are implemented in the simulation

In the business process testing simulation, starting from the wholesaler/distributor receiving a shipment of 10000 DBL9624502804A1 drug assets (unique drug labels) from the pharmaceutical industry, then the distributor sends 100 DBL9624502804A1 drug assets to drug stores. Then the final consumer buys 10 DBL9624502804A1 drugs as the final process.

Table 2: Implementing Business Process to Blockchain

---
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This business process maps to the blockchain system using a multichain platform where every process that is carried out will have one transaction, which is always recorded in a block. This process simulation shows that this platform can be appropriately used for the recording process of drug distribution.

4.2. Benefits of using blockchain in the pharmaceutical industry

Research an overview of the capabilities of the blockchain so that they can find out which stakeholders and assets are transacted on the blockchain system. Furthermore, transactions that have occurred cannot be updated or deleted. This simulation also illustrates some of the characteristics of the blockchain that must exist, among others, transparent, distributed, immutable, and peer to peer transactions.

This study implements peer to peer transactions that occur in related stakeholders in this system. With the results of technology simulation, testing with business processes serves to track drugs circulating in the market. This tracking also provides information on the final status of existing and circulating drug stocks in the market. The process of validating this simulation test results is carried out according to business processes that have been confirmed to domain experts such as the pharmaceutical industry and wholesalers.

4.3. Challenges of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical industry

The challenge in this simulation process is that every data process that is published on the blockchain is in the form of a unique asset name (drug label name), and this process occurs sequentially to be validated on the blockchain system so it takes time and it is difficult to issue assets. The transaction can be many problem scalabilities.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This study tested a business process simulation of the drug distribution process on the market from related stakeholders. This simulation explains how related stakeholders can interact with the blockchain system using DAO. With this, DAO initializes existing stakeholders with addresses that are formed using code and programming so that these stakeholders have a unique identity on the blockchain system. This study, using a multichain platform for simulation testing. This simulation test illustrates that the application of business processes in drug distribution can be implemented properly. So, that you can see the characteristics of the blockchain, including peer to peer (transactions that occur
directly with related stakeholders), cute (data cannot be changed because the transaction is hashing), and can be traced well to the drug distribution process.

This study is limited due to the pharmaceutical industry's lack of permission for various information related to the transaction process. The simulation testing system implements blockchain technology as it is by using multichain. The test process with this simulation has excellent results because it can describe the drug distribution business process that runs on blockchain technology using DAO. The next research will improve the blockchain technology infrastructure currently happening directly to multichain admin features. So that in the future, it is hoped that other support modifications can be made, such as a complete dashboard using API as integration with blockchain, implementable off-chain smart contracts, and direct development of business processes that occur in the pharmaceutical industry.
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